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I.  INTRODUCTION: 

1.  Appropriate Technology. 

1.1. Through centuries,   manual work has been 

gradually substituted by mechanical and 

electrical assistance to produce goods 

at a lesser cost with better quality.    As 

a result of this, the products of sophis- 

ticated technologies have now dominated 

the market replacing the products of 

traditional technology.    The multinational 

Corporations with their aggressive marketing 

techniques and expensive research and 

development programme are   now in a position 

practically to dictate the terms to the 

consumers of their products.    Because of 

this background,  the developed countries 

have a  tremendous lead over the developing 

countries, many of which were once colonies 

of tome of the developed nations.   Most of 

the developing countries «re »t the receiving 

end    of the technology being at the bottom 

of the scale although a number of developing 

nations have technologies which can well 

compare with those of the developed nations. 
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1.2. There is  no doubt that the   standard of 

living of the poorer  countries has to 

be  improved and the gap between the rich 

and the  poor is to be   reduced quickly. 

<-ts   such,   many of the   products now made 

by  developed nations   shall have  to be 

made  by the developing   nations in near 

future and to do so,   the  technology shall 

have to be transferred to  the developing 

nations at the appropriate   level as it  is 

not necessary now to go through  the expensive 

and  time  consuming process   of developing 

these technologies again by the  developing 

natiorw.      In spite  of   some  developing 

countries having developed technologies due 

to  the availability of adequate talents 

• nd experience in their own country,   tech- 

nology transfer shall have   to be   there  at 

a  faster and faster rate to reduce the 

gap between the rich  and poor nations. 

1.3. In  transferring  the technology one has to 

avoid the misunderstanding  of psychological 

barrier between the   'giver' and  the   'taker'. 

The   'giver1 as a developed  nation,   should 

consider it to be its responsibility to 

improve the lot of the poor nations.     The 

'taker' has to have the grip on the technique 
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from the very beginning and must  see 

that it is not going to be dependent on 

the   'giver'  for ever.    Otherwise a 

neo-economic-colonisation psychosis may 
Orrur, 

2.  agricultural background of rural area. 

2.1. The rural civilisation in most of the 

developing countries began with the 

agricultural   settlement as it has been 

giving dependable Uveiihoon un sit') for- 

the last  so many centuries,    '.«ith the 

industrial revolution in Europe a tran- 

sition from agriculture to industry took 

place from   'have not past' to   'have present* 

and millions  of unemployed and poor rural 

workers moved from agriculture into the 

various industrial centres.    As the 

industries needed    infrar+nmture     facilities 

like good transport, market and entrepre- 

neurship and as most of these facilities 

were available in big trading  centres, 

naturally those centres developed gradually 

into the gigantic industrial urban cities of 

today.    The adaptation to changing condition« 

is essential not only for improving one's 

lot but even for survival.    Those rural 

people,  who lacked mobility due to their 
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attachment to social,   religious and 

ethnic     groups,   remained  'stay put ' and 

poor.    As if  to make up for the  lost 

opportunities,   even today,  there  is mass 

migration of agricultural workers from 

the   Mediterranean countries  of Europe and 

from Hsia   to the  countries of industrial 

towns  in  Europe   and   North Amerma.    One nan see 

thousands   Of   people   vdth   an agricultural 

background from Fortugal,   Spain,   Turkey 

and from many other *sian countries looking 
the Federal   Republics of 

for jobs in France,  Finland,/Giirmany,  Sweden, 

thn TÎ.S.1.,   Canada,   the  U.K.  and Australia  ind,   of 

late,in oil-rich  countries in   ie stern Asia. 

To reduce   the ratio of agricultural employment 

to industrial employment from 70:30 to 30:70, 

a vast population employed in agriculture 

is becoming unhappy with the  state  of poverty 

and it is making them novi quite mobile to 

seek employment either in industrial nations 

or in urban areas of particular developing 

countries.    *s the migration of such huge 

populations is neither desirable  nor possible, 

we have to find out how torréate   employment 

in situ      instead of mass migration to urban 

areas or to the industrial nations. 

_3a 



2.2.  Entrepreneur ship. 

*part from lack of   infrant -u^+Ure 

facilities and market,  entrepreneurship is 

practically non-existent in rural areas.  Of 

late there  is some tendency of many professional 

scientific and technical people in  the 

industrial nations in Europe  and   -«nerica   to 

becoming mobile and adventurous.    These 

prof assionaIs somehow cannot be contained in 

their own jobs in the  surroundings  they are used 

tB.      They   are   looking   for  a new environment  and new 

entrepreneurship.    They are not exactly the 

entrepreneurs of  the traditional type but are 

professionals determined to succeed and  seems 

to be fearless  of the  change  that may challenge 

their ability and knowledge,     -AS the entre- 

preneurs of the  old type have  now settled in 

the developed countries or in the urban areas 

of  the developing countries,   there isa 

possibility that  these  new types of entrepreneurs 

can act as catalytic agents in starting rural 

industries  to provide employment to the 

agricultural people in the rural area itself 

converting them gradually to industrial 

employment to start a chain reaction of 

creating  small workshops, which «ill be quickly 

converted into mechanised ones and  then to the 

organised industrial units till we have a 
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number of industrial towns in the 

rural areas all ovar the developing 

nations with a view to reverse the ratio 

of employment in agriculture to industry 

fron 70:30 to 30:70.    The initiative in 

this  regard  shall have  to come from the 

international organisations if we want to 

get results quickly and the financing  of 

the expenses  of these new entrepreneurs-cum- 

nanagers shall have to be borne by  the 

developed countries if the developed 

countries are  keen to reduce the gap 

betv/een the  developing  nations and the 

developed nations. 

3.  Advantage and disadvantage of rural industries 
compared to urban industries. 

3.1.   -'hen we talk about rural industry, we 

assume  that the particular industry is 

already existing  in that country and is 

feasible in an urban area.    The  same 

technology "that is feasible in a rural area 

will     have to have  some advantages  over the 

same technology in an urban area because of 

limited markets and  the extra cost of transport 

of goods and  services between urban and 

rural areas.    A ntenager in a rural industry 

will     have to be more efficient, adaptable 
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and versatile to make a rural industry 

with appropriate technology  successful, 

and therefore,  he   is bound to  be more 

expensive than  a manager in an urban 

area.    The  advantage of  setting up of a 

rural industry is the abundant availability 

of labour,  who are under-employed or 

unemployed.    Another point of advantage 

may be the proximity to natural 

resources,   whether they be of afçnrultural,  mineral 

or   forest origin. 

4.  Traditional Rural Industry - Human resources 
and training. 

4.1.   The  rural areas in most developing countries, 

having inadequate transport facilities,   have 

a      village economy with a  limited market. 

The village  economy  sustains itself  by having 

its own traditional artisans and tradesmen. 

Many people  thought and even now think that 

tradition in skill  is very essential.    Today 

there is hardly any industry in which the tradi- 

tional technology of artisans  is required. 

AH workers,, even without any industrial or 

technological background» can be trained within 

a   reasonable space of time to produre products of 

sophisticated technology. Examples are cited 

below. 
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4.2«   -/hen the U.S.A. was starting to manufacture the 

motor car, Europeans thought that they 

would get  nowhere as the U.S.A.  did not have 

master craftsmen    who could make the 

various parts required for an automobile. 

They thought that craftsmanship, which has 

been acquired by Suropeans through   the centuries 

can only be   successful in manufacturing 

motor cars.    The assumptions proved wrong 

when Mr. Henry Ford developed a method which 

is   now very Well-known as the "assembly line". 

This new method did not need traditional 

craftsmen, rfith  this method,  the lead which 

was taken m the manufacturing technology of the 

motor car by the U.S.A nearly six 

decades ago   is   still being maintained. 

4,3. The other recent example is   that of Matsusitas m 

Japan.    One of the Matsusitas factories 

manufacturing products with sophisticated 

technology, marketed under the brand name of "National", 

proudly told the writer when he visited the 

factory in 1965 that the average age of their 

workers was below 25. 
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4.4.  The third example on this is from Thailand. 

•Jhen the   writer visited a jute factoiy around 

1966, which was run very efficiently, he 

found it unusually clean and the workers 

very diligent.    On enquiry it »as learnt 

that the management of the  jute mill,  when the mill 

was tried set up m this  rural  area using imported skilled 

workers had problems both 

from the local workers as well as from the 

imported ones.    The management then decided 

to send back most of the imported workers and under- 

took an intensive training programme of the 

rural workers with agricultural background. 

In spite of the pre-planned training programme, 

most of the workers had a tendency during 

the harvesting season to help their parents 

thus increasing absenteeism in the factory. 

The manager went from house to house to explain 

to the workers and parents the favourable 

factors of providing employment to a young 

man in the family, who  would get an income 

throughout the year and how it would be more 

economic for the household to hire another 

person, during the harvesting period,  who 

waa always available in a developing economywith 

so      many unemployed in the rural areas. 

After persistent visits and   the coercion of the 

- ^- 
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dedicated manager,  the following year, 

the  number of workers leaving the factory 

during harvesting   season decreased and the 

jute m ill was running with a  very high 

percentage  of local workers a 5 efficiently 

as any jute   mill thereafter. 

4.5.  In Japan,   when a  particular person \lth   a 

rural background became a top executive in 

an engineering firm in a  big city,   he thought 

of the lower standard of living of  the villagers 

where he wa s born.    He introduced a   scheme 

where machine tools v»re installed by the firm. 

The huts were  extended at the cost of the firm 

to accommodate  the machines,     -MI   inspector 

was posted at  the  village to inspect the 

products and to give technical  services.    The 

workers were trained to read drawings and make 

the  parts,   which were   not very complicated. 

Because  of  the missionary,  initiative and 

efforts of this particular ma nager,   he  not only 

could create employment  in the  rural area    where 

he   came   from,   but he also ensured a definite source 

•of ancilliary items for his firm.    -Jhat he did 

was to introduce approdiate technology so that 
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a   ^articular type of machine tool became 

e<"<sy to handle to make a few items,   which 

was  required in bigger 'Quantities by a large 

industry.     The additional transport cost 

either way,   including  the  cost  of  inspection 

and   services! was more   than made  up by the 

lower wages and lower overheads in the  rural 

area.    The villagers were quite happy staying 

in their own  surroundings without having  to 

cut off  suddenly from their rural   surroundings 

to take to city life in search of jobs and 

many a time* into uncertainty. 

4.6. These four examples bring  out the fact that 

it  is not necessary to depend on the old 

craftsmen requiring experience and  skill. 

Today through schools and institutional 

training one can convert a raw unemployed 

villager to a useable worker in an 

industry within a short period. Therefore,    in 

th«  transfer of technology -«specially of 

the appropriate one,  the training  in the 

technology  «n     have  to precede the  starting 

of production.    In facti many a time it has 

been seen that the discipline and the 

quality of work are much better when a new 
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technology at the appropriate level Is 

done through        intensive training  rather than 

taking   so-called experienced and  skilled 

workers.    For acquiring  such training, the entena 

of nationality should be   relaxed.    If cost of 

such training is beyond the capacity of 

the country,  then an international organi- 

sation  should come forward to provide  the 

assistance. 

4.7. Thus,  as long as there is availability of 

under employed and unemployed persons in 

rural  areas,   the degree of adaptability of an appropriate 

technology should not be a       déterrant as this 

can be made tip by a pre-planned  training 

programme. 

4.8. HS the product of the rural industries, 

produced through appropriate technology,   will 

have  to be  sold in market» in competition 

vdth goods manufactured in urban areas or 

in other countries      having a better technology, 

low production costs are                  essential.    It  should 

be born«   in mind that nobody in the rural 

area  even near the factory will buy the product 

of the rural industry because it  is made near 
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their village.    In fact   sometime* there is 

a  reverse affect as the  consumers'  reaction 

is more  favourable  towards well-known brand" 

made   ina   city   or by advanced technology. 

For example  - the writer wa3 told once that   m 

the U.K.   some years ago,the farmers  of Isle  of 

Man had to  sell their cheese by using a 

'••'ell-known brand name,ve 11.established in 

market,as the consumers rejected the  cheese 

sold under some  local  name as   "f-ianx Cheese." 

As such,   the sensitivity and availability 

of    domestic markets   will    have to be always 

kept in mind   when    deciding the appropriate 

technology foia rural area.    The natural 

corollary of this is to have  a very   small   size 

unit,    If this is a  deduction,  then v* are 

in another troubled area.    The village 

industries were already there to serve the 

village     economy.     In tn« old days every group 

of villages   was    »erved by a few blacksmith^, 

g old smith», potters,  carpenters ,etc.    All 

these artisans and craftsmen are n°w reducing 

in  number as better-quality goods, made 

at cheaper cost by improved technology, 

came    nto the market.    First Save way to the lower 

technology   village industry 
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products of   small workshop* and then to   those of 

big jer workshops and then to the  products made 

thousands   :>f miles av/ay in organised industry 

thnugh   sophisticated technology.    In my 

opinion,   it is futile to try to keep  such 

lower technology village industry going   on 

when ä becomes expensive though there is a 

school of  thought exactly opposi iJ» to this. 

5.  Rural lie sources. 

5.1.   Surplus rural  resources,   whether   they be  m 

agricultural, mineral or forest,   should be 

processed with an appropriate technology 

before "they leave    the  rural area.    Apurai 

industry h»8 a better   chance  of  survival if iti« 

established near the rural resources compared 

to the  rural  site where the  resources are  not 

available. 

6.  Supply of low technology products to developed 
countries. 

6.1. Due  to the  steep rite in standard of living 

of the industrial Nations,   there   is a variety 

of products which can be made in the developing 

countries, as these products do not need high 

technology and sophisticated equipment. 
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üf  late, ready-made garment- are being 

supplied  to   Europe   and  the U.ii.A.  to  a preat 

extent fron the  developing  countries. 

There is possibility of  further incraaSinc 

the trade in ready-made garments  between 

developing  and developed count-ie 5.    There 

are nany handicrafts and traditional artisans 

in the developing  countries,  vjho are living 

belo1./ the poverty line.    These artisans 

can manufacture  goods for the  requirement«   oi" 

industrial societies provided  the  big depart- 

ment       stores agres  to give design and take 

steps  to procure these  items from the groups 

of rural workers.     These items may include 

products of  handloom and handicraft,   jewellery 

items,  cane,   bamboo and wooden furniture    and 

the  like.     The demand for most   >{ the  items 

can be increased tremendously in the industrial 

nations to give   sufficient scope to    creating 

employment in developing nations if a deliberate 

and definite policy is  taken by the  developed 

nations to help the  rural artisans of the 

developing   nations. 
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11 •  HlhiLY-JlS OF RUH.iL i£ED¿. 

An analysis of the data pertaining to 

income and expenditure of marginal farmers and 

agricultural labourers in India  reveals that 

their average monthly expenditure exceeds their 

income.     The   outcome  is  the increasing incidence of 

indebtedness among rural people.    Because  of 

low income,    the  majority of marginal  farmers and 

agricultural labourers are found to live below the 

poverty line,   defined in ter«s of    the minimum desirable 

per capita  consumer expenditure.    As a result,   the 

purchasing  power in the rural areas is extremely 

low   as more than 50 per cent of the agriculturists 

live below the poverty line.    Due to low purchasing 

power,        village needs are limited. 

This situation has arisen mainly due to 

having  too many persons in the rural economy i.e., 

in agriculture,  therefore,  the production in the 

primary sactor i.e., agriculture,  mineral and 

forest will     have to be boosted. This increase 

in production will start a chain reaction of 

conversion of agricultural employment to industrial 

employment.    As such, while analysing rural 

needs with a  view to improve the rural economy by cre- 

ating an    agricultural surplus,  one necessarily needs 

to first give attention to the inputs for 
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increase in agricultural production,     iurplus from 

the primary production sector       will give more 

purchasing power to rural people and will thus 

not only create more demand for consumer goods but will 

also justifying the establishment of liable processing  units 

in rural areas.    Thete are analysed itemwise below: 

2.1.      Agricultural inputs. 

2.1.1. Implements such as  tractors/power tillers/ 

improved ploughs,   pumps for irrigation purposes 

driven by rural power or by diesel engine lets: 

In an area/developing country where per 

capita  income is less than $ 150,  conventional 

ox ploughing is   still practised.    There is an 

urgent need to introduce mechanized ploughing 

in these areas. This can be done in a  phased 

manner.    In an area of higher per capita income, 

however,  mechanized ploughing,  harvesting, 

irrigation by pump driven by electric/die sel efcgine 

set is quite common. The afore-mentioned indus- 

tries being by their very nature capital intensive 

and requiring  skilled manpower are mostly . 

located in urban or   suburban areas. 

This     equipment ,  however,  re qui re'peri odie mecha- 

nical maintenance, services for which are  not 

available in rural areas. People, therefore,  have 

to go to distant places. This is a time-consuming 

and costly process and is, in fact, one of the 
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reasons  for discouraging the  rural  agriculturist 

from adopting mechanized means.   The mobile 

workshop     for this purpose,  will   be   a nucleus for 

rural  industrialization in the course of time, with 

the  rising standard of living,   the mobile workshop 

may not be in a position to crter to the  needs of 

various   sectors an ; it will  then be necer.sary to 

have a bicoer size  service workshop  for  renai ri ne; 

pumps,   automobiles,   tractors,   various machinery, 

electrical motors. 

2.1.2. Chemicals  such as   fertilizers,   insecticides! 

These are required for improving the 

yield of  agricultural products per acre of land. 

Naturally,   the chemicals are to be  available at 

a  cheap  price.   This will  be possible mostly from 

low cost,   high-volume technology. 

2.1.3. Power» 

Cheap  rural  power should be available 

on a sustained basis. 

2.1.4. Water» 

A  plentiful supply of water should be 

readily available. 

2.2. Consumption goods* 

2.2.1.    Processed cereal» 

Huge amount» °f cereals» produced on 
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the agricultural  fields,   are to be processed 

for production of finished cereals for e.g. 

rice  from paddy,   flour from wheat, edible 

oil   frcrr    oil-bearing seeds. 

2.2.2«     dotiiing and readymade  garments» 

The  requirements  for these  in  rural   areas  are 

quite high.   Besides meeting   m ral requirements this 

industry    can ce ter to the needs of urban people 

or other developing or developed countries. If 

big department      stores  in urban areas/developing 

countries/developed countries  can find some 

items,  which can be made with the traditional 

skill of developing countries,   there could be a 

high potential for creating employment 

in  rural areas. 

2.2.3.    Non-edible oil and soapi 

The non-edible oil  and soap industry 

serves three purposes vi*,  it produces useful 

commodities from natural  resources which 

generally remain unutilised and hence wasted;   it 

augments the supply of edible oils and fats  for 

human consumption,an non-edible oils can be 

used as a good substitute for        'adibìe oil in 

soap manufacture; and non-odible oil  resources 

can offer supplementary employment in the areas 

where material is available. 
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2.2*4*        Building materials: 

The typical building materials used 

in rural  sectors are - wooden beams, wooden 

slabs,  hardware.     A lumber mill  located in a 

rural area can cater to the requirement of urban 

areas or even requi rementeof other developing or 

developed countries  in addition to fulfilling 

its own  requirements.   Similarly a service work- 

shop located in a rural area can easily fabricate 

hardware    for the rural people. 

2*2.5.     Animal  fodderi 

Huge amounts of waste    from rice mills, 

cereal  grinding mills,  oil extraction screw 

presses could be mixed with maize and 

mineral salts,  enriched with proper vitamins 

and used as  animal   fodder.   Retirements 

are high for rural  areas and urban areas as well. 

2.2.6. Bricks and Tiles* 

Most of the  requirement is  for the urban 

and semi-urban areas. These industries are 

mostly located in the areas    where particular 

type of soils required for brick manufacturing 

are   found. After working the area,   the 

land becomes completely barren. These industries have a loca- 

tional  advantage in    emi-urban areas* 

2.2.7. Furniture 
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The   requirement is for both rural and 

urban areas as well.  This  can be coupled with 

a lumber mill to ensure better utilisation of 

scrap produced in the process. 

2.3. utilisation of surplus  resources and traditional 

skills» 

2.3.1.    Mini pulp/paper plant! 

&iite a huge amount of agricultural 

residues,like rice straw,  wheat straw,   jute 

stick and cellulosic raw materials, are 

either decaying insitu or being utilised ineffi- 

ciently.  A mini-pulp  and paper unit can be set up 

in  rural  areas    to utilize these surplus 

residues.  The product can be completely  consumed 

in the area or may be sent for urban consumption. 

In a paper entitled " Strategies  for development of 

pulp and paper industries in developing countries" 

presented  at this International Forum t^e 

author has highlighted the various  issues  for *"« 

development of a mini-pulp and paper unit from 

agricultural   residues. 

2.3.2.    Handicraft and traditional productsi 

In every country there are traditional 

handicraft and handloom workers.  They are dwindling 

in number   because of lack of markets m their own 

locality.   In developed    countries, especially in 
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highly industrialized nations,   a new market 

for these products  has developed.   If  the design, 

market and the technique of manufacturing of 

these products with traditional skill  can be 

developed in  e much bigger volume,   an  avenue of 

big employment potentiality will bo created for 

rural people  as most of ther,e  traditional  skilled 

people are located  in rural or semi-urban areas. 

In   fact,   this  hap, happened to  a great extent in 

India  in   the handicraft  products  export trade over 

the last  twenty years.  The table below will  give 

an  idea of the volume of busines* involved in   the 

export of  readymade  garments,   coir products and 

handicrafts  in India» 

Ta*?le^   E^rt of  readymade garments, coir products and handicrafts« 
Export of Export of Export of 
readymade ooir handicrafts 
garment products (million 
(million (million U.S.$) 
U.S. $) u.s.$) 

1974 - 75 142 22 H5 

1975 - 76 265 24 137 

1976 - 77 350 available 2• 
This is an indication of the potentiality 

of huge  rural employment.   To promote this trade, 

the developed nations would have to create purcha- 

sing organisations in some of the developing coun- 

tries, depending on the availability of such tradi- 

tional skills.  The international agsncies can  undertake 
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a survey of such traditional  items  and 

identify areas where  there are concentrations 

of such skilled  artisans.   In fact,   in low tech- 

nology items like   readymade   garments this  hes 

happened and many developing nations have been 

able to  create good employment. Unfortunately 

this employment  in readymade  garments has  been 

mostly in  urban areas  so far.  Bnphasis  shall   now 

heve  to  be   civen  so  that they are nreduced  from 

rural  areas only. 

There is  an  increasing trend in   highly 

industrialised nation-   to use more  and more 

furniture   ,   fixtures  and household   goods made 

of bamboo,   cane,   timber,   ivory etc.   There  are 

still thousands of artisans located  in  some 

concentrated areas,  most of   them living in below   the 

poverty line and  if  the developed nations  extend 

their purchasing policy  to   these peoples/nations, 

it will  not only bring about  a much better under- 

standing between  a developed and a developing 

nation but also will make a tremendous impact on 

rural  industrialization. 

2.3.3#     Essential oil from surplus agricultural   residues/ 

other local produce* 

To   give an example,  a product  called 'bran oil1 

is produced from paddy husk,  the bulk of which at 

present is being burnt just to dispose of it. 

These oils are extensively used in   the pharmaceutical 
industry« 
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III.   POSTING EXPERIENCE   IN   RESPECT OF  RURAL PRODUCTION 
UNITS* ""  

During the pre-indépendance periodi 

India's economy was basically agri cul tu re-bas ed,   cha- 

racterized by a lack of   productive employment opportu- 

nities arising from over ^dépendance on agriculture   and 

a     lack of other «venues of  gainful employment. After 

independence, the       government laid emphasis on develop- 

ing rural  areas with the main objective of impro- 

ving the socio-economic conditions of rural masses by 

generating further employment opportunities. 

The facilities offered by the national 

governments are viz. - 

- establishment of small-scale service  insti- 

tutes to formulate policies and undertake 

integrated development of small-ecale 

industries 

- establishment of National anali Industries 

Corporation to aid,  counsel,  as gist and 

promote the interest of small-scale indus- 

tries    by hiring out facilities,   esta- 

blishing           training centres.and marketing 

products 

- establishment of Khadi and Village indus- 

tries commission, handloom development Corpo- 

ration, Ml India Handicrafts Board,  the 

Central Silk Board and Coir Board for o: 

ni a in g production of Cottage Industries« 

The resulta an quite encouraging. 
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Wherever     there  is plenty of agricultural produces 

available,   a small industry producing rice, wheat and 

edible oil   has developed. in f act ,one can see the pre- 

sence of these units throughout the length and breadth 

of the country.   Lumber mills  have  been set up x„ the areas 

where  plenty of wood is available • at a reasonable  cost, 

and  Where market* are available  and transport 18 

economic. " Most of the rural   requirement of washing 

soap  is met by the products of the rural soap industries. 

in the case of handloom and handicraft products, 

employment went down but because of government inter- 

vention they are now doing much better. A huge market  for 

these  traditional products    ha8  developed through the 

governmental ipromotional and regulating measureis. 

In introducing the various technologies, one 

has to ensure that the t echnology is the appropriate 

one.    Some typical experiences,  the author   has   oom9 

«cross while trying to revitalise the existing tradi- 

tional  rural  industries scheme,  are given belowi 

•) A traditional village artisan was supplied 

with improved tools.  Barring a few exception«, 

this scheme was not successful, There were 

•bout 15 Carpenters in the area. They were 

using basic tools and were supplied with 

the improved ones according to the scheme so that 

they could, improve the quality and quantity 
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of production.   In doing sotthe applet of 

intensive training for adapting to the new 

tools,   was  not properly looked into.   Perhaps 

it would have been better to t mir. fi younger 

m»n on new tools who could mentally accept 

the new system quickly and  readily.   The 

other difficulty of  the scheme war   thcit 

whenever one artisan  was  successful   in 

producing  a ^«itur     r/uant i.ty  than before, 

the area could no longer support  15 Carpen- 

tere  - two   or thre« were       sufficient.   If 

this  introduction of  improved technology 

is  extended  further,   the artisan will   be a 

worker in a  rural workshop  and  in  th"<t   case 

the employment-  will ha even lerr      th«m 

before.  Thus  this type of introduction of 

appropriate  technology  can hardly make  a 

dent in  reliction in unemployment in  rural 

areas, 

b)     The other scheme that was  tried was to 

have  rural worksheet so that the artisan 

who had no workshed, r01ddWOrk ina factory 

provided by the  government.   The artisans, 

who were attracted to such workshed8»were 

dependant on the local market. Out of  the 

various worksheds that were tried, very few 

have become successful and those successful 

sheds were the ones which were set up very 
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near the main market of   the small town. 

The units, which survived,  were village 

soap making units,   carpentry units,   black- 

smiths  and tailoring. 

Rural industrial   estates were started 

in India   in   i960.   The one  th^t was established in 

Assam,  a north-eastern state in India had a printing 

press,   a  carpontry shop,   a powerloom unit  and an unit 

manufacturing items  required by   the  nearby tea indus- 

tries.   This was located near the main highway and 

railway station.  This had ten factory sheds of about 

30'   x60'   size. infraotructural   facilities   such   as 

tei «pilone,  power,   internal   road  link,   water were made 

available.  These sheds were rented to enterprising 

entrepreneurs p.t a very nominal   rote of vr, $ 8.0 per MJL 

square metres a month,     A service workshop was also pro- 

vided where the machines of this workshed  could be 

serviced.  It was quite successful so  long    as the io.;al 

government took an active interest in the marketing of 

products  and supply of raw materials.   Because of lack 

of entrepreneuxship, two entrepreneurs did not do well. 

There has been a significant development 

in Korea    mainly due to the preferential purchase policy 

of large industries and department stores of developed 

countries like Japan and the U.S.A.      Perhaps China has also 

done well in  rural  industrial  development but details 

are not aval labia.  There is awareness of rural indus- 

trial development in the Philippines and Malaysia,    in Latin 
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Amerio» development of rural industries i^ not 

very significant. In Tanzania there have been effort« 

to decentralize industries.  In most of these  countries, 

due to lack of an appropriate pattern of incentives,   the 

efforts have not ahown the desired results. 

-.-.—oooooo—— 

_a_ 
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IV#   GHPUPING OF  PRODUCTS! 

If appropriate groups of products could be 

identified which could be taken up for manufacture 

in typical  rural production units,  there would be an 

m built  flexibility in the sector and some service 

industries  also  could be established to cater to the  needs 

of these  groups of industries.  It is with  this idea 

in mind that an exercise has been made to group  the 

various products as given below« 

i. Processed cereal with animal fodder and 

oil extraction unit, 

b. Rice mill with non-edible oil and soap 

industry, 

c. Mini-pulp and paper plant with processed 

cereal or a lumber mill, 

d. Furniture with lumber mill, 

e. Building materials,   brick and tiles with 

furniture fabrication facilities, 

f •  Clothing and ready   made gamments. 

g. Handicraft and traditional products. 

A rural service workshop could be practically 

coupled with any of these manufacturing units. 

--00OO00— 
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v»  A  •'ES.'-JIBIT ¿F  PLAINT SIZE All J  INVESTMBIT 
RKÇUlREMSMTSl 

Oonsi cíe ring a typical   aqrerian economy in 

rural  e reo e of the developing,  countries end typical 

rural needs,   the following technical options are 

su «-ge E tod: 

1. Mechanized lumber mill with furniture 

fabrication facilities. 

2* M ini-rice, wheat  end oil  complex unit 

for lower per capita income group areas 

(Per capita income less  than $   150  ). 

3.   Rice mill complex unit for higher per 

capita income  group «.reas  ( Per capita 

income more than $   150 ). 

4«  Washing soap unit. 

5. Brick and Tile manufacturing unit, 

6. Printing press,  exercise books  and book 

binding unit. 

7. Äiral mobile workshop for lower per capita 

income group  (per capita income less than 

$  150 ). 

8. Rjral servio» workshop for higher per capita 

income group areas   (per capita income more 

than $  150 ). 

9. Leather and leather products unit. 

In the light of the groups of industries listed 

above, the broad investment retirement«,  types and cost 

-•»- 
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of machinery,   rew material     inputs,   assessment 

of operating costs,  employment potentiality are 

çjiven below: 

5.]. Technical options 

Mechanized lumber mill with furniture 

fabrication facilities. 

In su getting this option,   it hap been 

assumed that  sufficient quantity of wi-od is 

available in the area within an  economic distance 

from the mill   site  and that   wer is  available   on 

the doorstep of the  industry. 

5.1.1. Process descriptions 

The  deb¿>rked logs of wood are first sized to 

the nearest square or rectencfular eros- section, 

as   the  cane may be,   in a horizontal band saw 

machine.  Slabs  of wood of  desired   thickness are 

then sawn by adjusting the height of the cutting 

blade manually.   These slabs may be sold,   as  such, 

depending on customer requirements °i further 

sawn into various sizes as per market   requirement 

in a vertical band saw machine. 

5.1.2. Type of equipment  to be installed! 

Broadly,   the following equipment is     required - 

- A main 35 H.P.  drive motor with line shaft 

arrangement for transmission of power to 

the various machines. 

- Horizontal band saw machine. 

- Vertical band saw machin«• 
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- A pull trolley on rails for feeding the 

logs to the machine. 

- »aw tooth grinder. 

5.1.3.    Investment requirement» 

a.  Fixed capitali 

Land   (2.   acres) 

Plant and machinery 

Building and site 
development. 

- US $    700 

- US $ 9500 

- US $  2500 

Preoperative expenses - US $  1500 

Total fixed capital - US $ 14200 

b«  Working capital - US $  15000 

5*1.4.    Capacity» 

Logwood processings 

10  cubic metre per shift of 

8 hours working« 

5» 1.5.    Employment potentiality* 

Staff -    3 

Workmen        -  12 

Total -  15 

5.1.6.    Inputs requirement! 

Item Unit 

a. Debarked Log   Cubic 
Wood.        metre. 

b. Saw blades.    Nos. 

c. Grinding disc« 
d. Nuts and Bolts* 
•• Beltings and jointing 

materials« 
f« Grease. 

Quantity required 
per annum. 

3300 

(24 sets for horizontal machine 
(24 sets for vertical machine. 
( 

_2- 
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5.1.7.  Economie lifetime of equipment: 20 years. 

5.1.6.  Oost of production & profitability» 

Basis i One cubic metre of finished product. 

Cost value 
component us $ 

1. Raw material   (assuming 115.70 
30 per cent waste and price 
of logwood as $ 81,00 
per cubic metre) 

2. Spares«   consumables and 2.50 
power. 

3. Salaries and wages. 3.80 

4. Interest on working 0.55 
capital @ 12.0 per cent. 

Sub Total A 122.55 

5. Administrative overheads 12.30 
and contingencies @ 10.p 
per cent of A. 

6. Interest and depreciation 0,90 
© 20% of  fixed aapital. 

I*   dost of sales. 135*75 

8, Selling price <x-factory. 140.00 
9. Gross profit. 4.25 

5.1.9.    Gross  return on investment i 98.8 per cent 

5.1*10, Minimum sales requirement! 

Breakeven will be at 60 per cent capacity 

utilisation on eight-hour-per-day working basis 

without taking into consideration any sales  reali- 
sation on waste, m a ru ral  economy the saw mill 
waste has soma value for fuel. 
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5.1.11.    Utilisation of waste i 

The waste produced,   depending on the 

species of wood used,   could be utilised for 

making a mini pulp/paper unit.   This has a 

good heating value and as such is used a8 

domestic fuel. 

The slicing may be used for fabrication 

of wooden furniture. 
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5.2. Technical Options 

Mini  rice,  wheat and oil  complex 

unit for lower per capita income  group 

areas  ( per capita income less than $  150 ) 

This technical option has been suggested 

talcing into consideration the following aSf3ump- 

tioni power is available on the doorstep of the 

industry and sufficient paddy, wheat and similar 

grains, and seed are available in the area. 

5.2.1.      Process description! 

The agricultural inputs,  as received 

from the fields,  are first manually screened to 

remove foreign materials.  Paddy is  charged into 

the Shellar unit where most of the husk is removed. 

The product from this unit is next manually screened 

to  remove paddy from rice.  The rice is next 

polished in a  rubberlined huiler unit.  The 

finished product is  rice and the dusty leftover 

can be used as animal fodder. 

Por production of flour and  similar, cereals, 

the unground cereal  la charged into the grinder, 

the product is screened to remove the ground 

cereal from the dust.   The dusty byproduct can be 

used as animal fodder. 

Oil is produced by squeezing the oil- 

bearing seed in a screw près?.  The seed is passed 

through the screw press number of times before 

the extraction is complete. The cake, produced 
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as a by product,  can be used as animal 

fodder and manure. 

5.2.2.       Type of equipment* 

Broadly the following equipment 

is  requiredi 

- A main 25 H.P. drive motor with line shaft 

arrangement for transmission of power to the 

various machines. 

- Paddy shellar 

- Rice huiler 

- Wheat/cereal  grinder 

- Oil extraction screw prats 

- Sieves 

5.2.3.      Investment requirement »- 

a. Fixed capitali 

Land (i,0 acre) - $  350 

Plant and Machinery       - $8600 

Buildings and site     -    $  1500 
development 

Preoperative expen-   -   9 1500 
ses. 

Ibtal Fixed capital    -    $  11950 

b. Working capital .   $    gooo 

5.2*4.      Capacity s 

Paddy processing — 2OOO Kg. 1 
¿>il bearing seed -     600 Kg. J    í'hoü»^ °f 

processing. }   *¿£^ 

Wheat/Oereal -    jooo Kg. I 
processing. 
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Yield of  rice is about 6 3 per cent on paö<iy# 

yield of mustard oil on seed is approximately 

34 per cent and yield of flou-r/ground cereal 

on wheat/cereal  is about 85 por cent. 

5.2.5.       Bnployment potentiality! 

Staff - 1 

Workmen - ic 

Total - 11 

5« 2 * 6. Input    reouirement»« 

Input 
item 

Unit Quantity require- 
ment per annum. 

a. Paddy KT 660 

b. Wheat/œ real MT 198 

c. Mustard Seed KT 330 

d. Bearings 

e. Beltings and 
jointing materi- 
als. 

f. Grease. 

5.2.7. Economic lifetime of < equipmenti 15 years. 

5.2.8. Oost of production end profitability! 

Basist    1260 Kg. rice 
650 Kg. flour. 
204 Kg. Oil. 

Obst item value 
US $ 

1. Raw material   (assuming       - 564.00 
6 3 per cent yield of rice 
on paddy,  85 per cent yi- 
eld of flour on wheat and 
34 per cent yield of oil 
on seed and price of paddy, 
wheat and oil seed as $ 125, 
$  125 and $  315 respec- 
tively) 
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2. Spares/ consumables and 
power. 

3. Salaries  and warjes 

4»   Interest on working 
capital   'i 12.0 per cent. 

Sub Total A. 

5. Administrative overhead 
and contingencies J 5.0 
per cent of A. 

6. Interest and d epreci «ti on 
d> 20.0 per cent of fixed 
capital. 

7. Oost of sales 

8* Selling price  (assuming 
price of rice,   flour and 
oil as $ 240,   $   190 and 
$ 900  respectively.) 

9.  Gross profit. 

6.50 

27.00 

2.25 

599.75 

30.00 

7.25 

637.00 

647.50 

10.50 

5.2.9. Gross return on investment» 

29.0 per cent. 

5.2.10, Minimum sales  reouirementi 

Breakeven point will be at 75 per 

cent capacity utilisation with eight hour» 

work       per day.   WLth higher hours of work 

the economic return will be higher« 

_a_ 
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5.3. Teclinical   Option     t 

Rice mill compi2:: unit for higher per 

capite income Oroup areas (per capita income 

more  than  $   150 ) 

5.3.1.     Process description! 

Paddy in  first  loaded on the bucket 

elevators,   which carries  it  to the vibratory arreen. 

When    the foreign ma ¡-.erial s  and  husk,   nave been 

removed,   the  paddy is fed to the sheller     machine 

The product from the shell er  machine is screened on a 

multideck vibratory screen  - the material which has 

escaped  the action of machine is  fed back to  the 

machine and the  raw unpolished  rice is  fed into a 

rubber-li ned huiler machine.   The polished  rice, 

along with  dust and broken pieces of rice is then 

screened on an open vibratory screen    to  remove 

the various fraction  and rice is bagged and 

marketed. 

5.3.2.       Type of er^iipment to  be  installedi 

Broadly the following equipment is 

required« 

- A main 50 11.P.  drive motor with line    shaft 

arrangement for transmission of power to the 

different sections  . 

- Bucket elevators 

- Single deck vibratory screens 

- Multideck vibratory screen 

- High speed disc sheller 

- Ribberlined huiler. 
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5.3.3.      Investment requirementi- 

a. Fixed capitali 

Land   d.o acre) -    US $ 250 

Plant and Machinery      -    US $24000 

Building and site -    US $  4800 
development. 

Pre-oDerative expenses - US $  2000 

Total   fixed capital - US $31150 

b. Working capital - us $ 7500 

5.3.4»       Capacity! 

Paddy processing - 10 MT per shift 

of 8 hours working. 

Yield of nee   from paddy is 

about 62 per cent. 

5.3.5.      Iknployment potentialityi 

5.3.6. 

Staff - 2 

Workmen - 6 

Total - 8 

Inputs  recuirementi 

Input 
item. 

Unit Requirement per 
annum. 

a. Paddy MT 3300 

b. Beltings and 
jointings 
materials 

c. Bearings 

d. Grease 

e. Nuts and bol ta« 

5.3.7.      Economic lifetime of equipment!      15 years. 
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5.3.8. Cost of production and profitability! 

Basis  i  1000 Kg.   rice. 

Cost value 
component US $ 

1. Raw material   (assuming     - 201.60 
62 per cent yield and 
price of paddy as $   125 
per MT of paddy) 

2. Spares,consumables and      - 3.00 
power 

3. Salaries  and wages - 3.50 

4. Interest on working - 0.45 
capital  ^ 12.0 per cent 

Sub total A - 208.55 

5« Admi nist rati ve overheads - 20.90 
and contingencies @ 
10.0 per cent of A. 

6. Interest and deprecia-     * 3.05 
tion 9 20.0 per cent of 
fixed capital 

7. Oöst of sales - 232.50 

8. Sailing price - 24O.00 

9. Gross profit - 7.50 

5.3.9. Gross return on investment - 49.3 per cent 

5* 3.10«    Minimum salas raqui remanti 

Breakeven point will be at 50 per cant 

capacity utilisation on eight hour» par day 

working basis without taking into consideration 

any sales realisation on waste. The waste ia usad 

as animal fodder* 

5.3.11.    Utilisation of waste i    . 

The husk can be used for extraction of 
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oil, manufacture of building brick and 

cement, production of activated carbon« 

The dust containing broken rice 

particles  in admixture with sliced maize, 

mineral salts and vitamins can be used as 

animal fodder. 
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5.4. Technical option*    Mashing soap unit. 

In suggesting this option,   it has been 

assumed all  the  inputs,   as  caven later,   are 

available at an economical price. 

5.4.1. Process description! 

Linseed oil,  cestor oil and animal 

fat is mixed in appropriate proportion and 

heated with some amount of caustic soda in 

open pans indirectly heated by firewood. 

Gradually more and more caustic soda 

is added till saponification is complete.  The 

material is then cooled and the precipitated 

saponified product is transferred to another pan 

The      necessary amount of sodium silicate, 

foaming agent and perfume is added anc3 the 

mixture is kneaded to        uniform composition. 

The semi-solid paste thus produced is placed 

on a die and hammered with a cupped hammer to a 

500 gm ball,  wrapped in bags and marketed. 

5.4.2. Type of equipment    to be installed i 

Broadly,  the following equipments are 

«•qui redi 

- Pans 

- Laddies 

- ftnall handling implements 

5.4.3. Investment reguitementi 
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a. Fixed capitali 

Land  (l.o acre) -        $    350 

Plant & Machinery -        $    950 

Building and site -        $    6 50 
development 

Pre-operative    expenses -        $    500 

Total fixed capital      -        $ 2450 

b. Working capital -        $ 9000 

5.4.4. Capacity*  2000 balls of 500 grams each,per 

shift,working       8 hours. 

5.4.5. Employment potentialitys 

Staff - l 

Workmen - 8 
Total - 9 

5.4.6. Input    requirement» 

Input Unit Requirement 
item per annum. 

e. Lineead oil MT n 

b. Animal fat MT 66 

c. Ca«tor oil MT 33 

d. Sodium silicate MT 167 

•• caustic sode MT 26 

£. Foaming agent 

g. Perfume 

5.4«7«      tconomlc lifetime of equipment 1    7 years. 
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5.4.8. Cost of production and profitability! 

Basis s  2000 balls of  500 cm*,  each. 

Cost component value 
US % 

1. RBw materials  and -       4O7.OO 
chemicals 

Linseed oil -   35 kg <a $   1.00/ -  35.00 
kg. 

Animal  fat -200 kg 9 $   1/00/   -200.00 
kg. 

Castor oil-  lOO kg 1> $ 0.60/   - 60.00 
kg. 

Silicate - 520 kg 9 $ 0.15/     - 78.OO 
kg. 

Caustic Soda 8O kg 9 $0.30/   - 24.00 
kg 

Foaming agent & perfume - 10.00 

2. Consumables,power and fuel -         10.00 

3. Salaries and wages. -         23.00 

4. Interest on working capital -          3.30 

Sub total  A. 443.30 

5. administrative overhead» and - 22.20 
contingencies  @ 5.0 per cent 

6. Interest and depreciation @ - 1.50 
20.0 per cent of fixed capital 

7. Cost of sales -      467.00 

8. Selling price -      480.OO 

9. Gross profit. - 13.00 

5.4.9. Gross  return on investment! 175.1 per cent. 

5*4.10     Minimum sales requirement * 

Breakeven point will be at 70 per cent 

capacity utilisation with eight hours        work» 

With higher working hours per day^ returns would 

be even better. 
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5»S% Technical optloni 

Brick and tile manufacturing unit. 

In offering this technical option,  it   has 

been  assumed that     the quality of soil   required 

for making brick  is  available  in the locality. 

5* 5*1.      Process description* 

The soil   is mixed with the requisite quantity 

of sand to form a thick slurry, which is then 

cast on moulds and Bun   dried.  The sun-dried bricks 

are then taken out of the mould and stacked in 

an open   circular     furnace.  Firing is started 

from one end and is  continued throughout till 

the bat eli is complete.  The bricks are then 

allowed to be cooled,  taken out of the furnace 

and marketed. 

5.5.2.       Type of equipment    to be installed! 

Broadly,  the following equipment   is 

re-uiredi 

- Mud Mixers 

- Mould 

5.5# 3.      Investment raqui remen ti 

•.Fixed capital  s 

Land (25 acre«) 

Plant 6 Machinery 

»ill ding and sita 
development. 

Pre-operative     expenses 

Total fixed capital 

b.Working capital 

US $ 6750 

US $    1500 

US $    2000 

US $ 500 

US $ 12750 

US $    7500 
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5.5.4. capacity t     1 million bricks per annum 

5.5.5. Employment potentiality» 

Staff            - 1 

Wo rkmen      - 50 

Total         - 51 

5.5.6. Input    requirement»: 

Sand and clay being available at the 

plant site,  we recuire only coal to be brought 

in. The  recuirement of coal is estimated at 30C 

tonnes per annum. 

5.5.7. Economic lifetime of plant  i 

The plant will be worked till the quality 

of soil in the ^rea is exhausted. 

5.5.8. Cost of production and profitability! 

Basis   i     1000 numbers of bricks. 

oo st value 
component. US $ 

1. Raw material 0.80 

2. Ooal   (0.20 MT per 1000 brick«) 4.00 

3* Salaries & wages -      13.00 

4«  Interest on working -        0.90 
capital © 12.0 per cent 

Sub total A -      18.70 

5« Administrative overheads -        0.95 
and contingencies i> 5.0 
per cent of A 

6« Interest and depreciation .        2.55 
@ 20.0 per cent on fixed 
capital 

_2_ 
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7. Cost of sales - 22.20 

8. Selling price ex-factory - 25.00 

9. Gross profit - 2.80 

5.5.9. Gross  return on investment i    22.0 per cent. 

5.5.10. Minimum sales requirement t 

Breakeven point will be at 90 

per cent capacity utilisation with only 

five months   working.  If working period 

per year could be increased, depending on 

climatic conditions of th«   country»  economic 

return will be nettar. 
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5.6. Technical option « 

Printing press,  exercise books and 

book binding unit. 

This  is recommended for an area having 

a literacy of around 20 per cent and per capita 

income high enough to sustain a printing presa. 

5.6.1. Type of equipment to be installed! 

The following major equipment is 

raqui red s - 

- Printing press 

- Drive motor of 2 H.P. 

- Guillotine      machine 

- Binding machine 

5*6.2.      Investment recuireroenti 

a. Fixed capital 

Land    (o.5 acres) - $    400 

Plant and machinery - $ 20000 

Buildings - $    2500 

P re-ope rati ve      expenses - $     1600 

Total fixed capital - $ 24500 

b. ftorking capital - $ 10000 

5*6*3«      Inployment potentiality i 

»taff - 2 

Workmen       -        12 
Total -        14 
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5.7. Technical  optioni 

Rural mobile workshop for lower 

por capita income group   ( per capita  income 

less than $   150  ) 

This option has been suggested for an 

area where the per capita income is  low and where 

mechanization has just started of late in a 

modest way.   It will   render service   facilities 

such as   repairs and maintenance of  various  agri- 

cultural   implements,   production of  small   garden 

tools,   nuts and bolts  etc»   The scheme suggested 

is  for an area of  IO Kms x 10 Kms.   taking 

into consideration that power is available at 

the doorstep of the workshop. 

This has been  further subdivided into  two 

- the    first with agro-servi ce    facilities   rendered on 

an  hire-out basis and - the second, without agro- 

services  facilities. 

5.7.1.      Scope of facilities offeredi 

With agro 
services faci- 
lities 

Without agro 
services faci- 
lities 

- Hiring out facilities - render services faci- 
of agricultural  imple- lities at the interior 
ments such as power rural   area 
tillers,   pumps,   h»rrows,     . meting the immediate 
etc* requirement for hardware 

- render service    facili- 
ties at the interior 
rural area. 

- meeting the immediate 
requirement for hard- 
ware    such as nute and 
bolts,   garden tools,  sma- 
ll ploughs,  etc. 

such «s nuts and bolts« 
garden tools,  small 
plough*, etc. 
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S.7.2. 

- rural transportation 
facilities 

Type of equipment    to be installed» 

Broadly,  the following equipments are 

suçgested» 

With agro-service 
facilities. 

Without agro- 
service facilities. 

" ?í 2°f/«of p0wGr tlller»      - one no. power tiller IO   B.H.P. 10   B.H.p, 

- 20 nos.  centrifugal pumps    - one no. bicycle 
with diesel engine set 
20 B.H.P. 

- A sman lathe machine 

- Arc welding and gas 
welding set. 

- Drilling machine 

- Bench grinder 

- Blacksmithy shop 
- Carpentry shop 
- Oarage tools 
- Tools and tackle«. 

5.7.3.      Investment requirement«! 

With agro- 
service 
facilities. 

Land | 700 
Plant & machinery $ 4000 
Building and site $ 2000 
development. 
Pr«-oj»rativ«    expense« $ 2000 

- h small lathe machin< 

- Arc welding and gas 
welding set. 

- Drilling machin«. 

- Bench grinder. 

- Blacksmithy shop 
- Carpentry shop 
- Oarage tools. 
- Tools and tackles 

Total capital 
expenditure. $ 68700 

Without 
agro-servi ce 
facili tie« • 

I      350 
$    8000 
I     1000 

I    1500 

I  10850 



With agro 
service 
facilities. 

Stuff 3 

Workmen 9 

Slcl Ilea 9 

Semiskilled 33 

Unskilled 7 

Total 52 
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5.7.4*       Employment  Potentiality: 

Without agro 
service 
facilities. 

1 

7 

7 

2 

8 

18 

5.7.5. Inputs renuirementi 

Input    requirement?  will be more or 

less the same except  that the requirements for spares 

for power tillers and pumps for the one v/ith 

agro service facilities will be hi cher.  The 

major inputs will  be 

- Diesel oil, mobile,   grease etc. 

- Steel materials such as flats,   rounds   and  rods. 

- Electrodes. 

- Oxygen  and acetylene gas 

- Timber 

- Spares for agricultural  implements 

- Consumables such as  cotton waste,   grinding 

discs etc. 

5.7.6. Economic lifetime of  equipment i   10 yean. 

5.7.7. Cost of servicing,   fabrication and hire out 

facilities and profitability! 

Basis  t One year operation 

The cost of materials of fabrication, 

spares and consumables will be charged extra 

at cost plus 5 per cant. 
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Cost  component 

1. Power and fuel 

2. Spares   for implements 

3. Salaries and wages« 

Interest on working 
capital  @ 12.0 per 
cent. 

Sub total A. 

5«   Administrative overheads 
and contingencias @ 5,0 
per cent» on A. 

6. Interest and depreciation 
@ 20.0 per cent on fixed 
capital. 

7. cost of servicing,fabri- 
cation .hi re out facili- 
ties. 

8. Gross  sales  realisation 
on the basis of working 
hours  and machine running 
charges per hour as given 
below1 

(Annexure -  1.) 

9. Gross profit. 

Value ics $ 

VJith anro- 
service 
hire out 
facilities. 

Without 
agro-ser- 
vice hire 
out faci- 
lities. 

15800 2900 

2500 200 

40200 14600 

720 480 

58500 18180 

2930 910 

13740 

75170 

100905 

217C 

21260 

27405 

25735 6145 

5.7.8.      Gross   return on investimenti   37.5 per cent   56.6 per cent 

•••ooOOoo*"" 
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5.6. Technical option  i 

Rural service workshop for 

higher per capita income areas  ( per 

capita income more then  $150   ) 

This option is  suggested for a 

higher por  capita  income area arui where  thp penerai 

inclination of people   is towards mechanization. 

In addition  to proving  the service  facilities 

for semi-industrialized  rural  areas,   it will 

hove a production unit   to meet 

various   rural needs.   The surplus production 

will   be diverted  to the urban areas.  It will 

also  have  automobile' servicing facilities.   The 

scheme suogested   is for an  area of   50 Kms  x 50 

Kms,   taking into  consideration that power is 

available  on   the doorstep of the workshop  and 

there exist a reasonable number of  tractors, 

power tillers,  agricultural  pumps  and small 

industries. 

5.6.1. Seppe of  facilities off eredi 

- Repair,  maintenance  and major overhauling 

facilities for agricultural  implements  like 

tractors,   power tillers,  pumps,   diesel   gene- 

ration set, machineries for rice mill,  oil 

mill,  lumber mill etc. 

- fcitomobile servicing facilities 

- Production of typical  rural needs like 

small agricultural  implements,  hardware! 

fixtures,   furniture,     small tankages, 
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5.6.2. 

building materials etc. 

Type of  equipment     to be   instai ledi 

RURAL SERVICE WORKSHOP 

Garage Machine 
Shop 

Production 
Shop 

Carpentry 
Shop 

- ObmpresFor - Lathe -    Gas fit arc 
weldi ng 
Bet« 

Wood lathe 

-  vulcanizing 
Unit. 

- Shaping 
machine. 

-    Blackami thy 
shop 

Carpentry 
hand tools. 

- Breakdown and 
repair tools. 

- Milling 
machine. 

- Drilling 
machi ne. 

- Grinding 
machine 

- Servicing 
equipment. 

- Shearing 
machine 

- Power hack 
•aw. 

5.6.3. 

5.8*4« 

Investment requirement! 

a. Fixed capital 

Land (1.5.  acres) 

Plant & Machinery 
Building and sit« 
development 

Pr«-op«rative    expenses 

Total fixed capitel 

b. Working capital 

•tployment potentiality! 
Staff         - 5 

Workmen 
Skilled 20 

Semiskilled IO 
Unskilled 27 
Total    - 62 

$    600 

$   31000 

$ 4000 

$ 3000 

$ 36600 

$  25000 
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5.8.5. Input    requirement* i 

- Spares  for automobiles,   tractors, power 

tillers, pumps, verious  small industries 

like  rice mill, oil mill,  lumber mill etc« 

- steel    material« like M.S.  pistes,  flats, 

rounds 

- Umber 

- Diesel oil, mobil oil,   grease 

- Consumables like gaskets, waste cotton, 

hack saw blades,  files etc. 

5.8.6. Economic life of equipment:    i      15 years. 

5.8.7. Oost of servicing and fabrication and profi- 

tability! 

BMIB    i   One year operation. 

The cost of materiale for fabrication, 

•pares and consumables will be charged extra 

at cost plus 5 per cant« 

Oost component 

1.  Power - 

2« Salaries and wages        - 

valu« us 
4500 

72300 

3000 3«   interest on working       - 
capital 9 12,0 per cent 

Sub total A - 79800 

4« Administrative overhead*- 3990 
and contingencies • 5.0 
per cent of A 

5«  Interest and depreciation - 7720 
• 20.0 per cent on fixed 
capital 
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6«  Cbst of servicing and 
fabrication 

7*  Gross sales realisation 
on  the basis of working 
hours and machine running 
charge per hour as  given 
belowi 

91510 

117480 

Section Yearly 
hours* 

hrs • 

runni ng Rate of 
servicing 
& fabrica- 
tion 

Sales 
value 

$ 

6 Air. 

Garage 2310 4.00 9240 
Dlacksmithy 1050 2.0O 3300 
Machine shop 1980 35.00 69300 

Carpentry 1980 3.00 5940                                          ! 

Fabrication 1980 15.00 29700 

8*   Gross profit 25970 

5.6.8* Gross return on investment i    67,3 per cent. 

——oooOOooo—— 
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VI.  JPCPTION AID DIFFUSION OF  APPROPRIATE  TECHNO Iß GYt 

6.1. For the successful  adoption of the technical option 

•Mechanised lumber mill with furniture  fabrica- 

tion facilities',  it has to be ensured that 

sufficient logwood is  available in the area at 

an economic cost at the mill site throughout the 

économie lifetime of  equipment and that there is 

a ready market for the product in the area  or tnat the 

product can be marketed in other areas at an 

economically acceptable price,    it is    normally obser*- 

ved that the mill owners take leases out on forests 

in the area and   m     this way they are assured of 

a       constant supply of the most vital  input or 

else,at times,it is seen that the mill  activities 

remain idle for want of raw materials.   The capa- 

city indicated is based on eight hours of work 

per day.  Kith more hours of work,      capacity utili- 

sation will be better,resulting in much improved 

financial  re turna. 

It is possible to train any rural person 

within two to three months to operate the unit. 

Training should precede installation of equipment 

so that the same person can be utilised during 

installation to let them know the machinery 

more intimately« 

Adequate safety arrangement are to be made 

near the horizontal and vertical band saw machine. 
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There are  reports of fetal  accidents because 

of either negligence on the part of the operator 

or inadequate safety arrangements« 

6*2. The technical option   'Mini  rice,  wheat 

and oil  complex unit' is intended for an area 

having low per capita income.   The  capacity indi- 

cated ifl on the basis of eight hours of work 

per day.   WLth more hours of work,      capacity uti- 

lisation will be better,resulting in much improved 

financial   returns.  As the agricultural produce 

ia of a  seasonal  nature,   investment will   remain 

idle for a number of days ina year. Alternate 

arrangement» for employment of these workers has 

to be found. 

The industry is quite a profitable one in 

a free rural economy. 

It  is possible to train any rural person 

within three to four months to operate this  unit. 

6.3» The technical option   'Rice mill  complex 

Unit' is intended for an agricultural area where 

per capita income is high or where the quantity of 

agricultural produce is so high that small units 

cannot cope with the input. The capacity indi- 

rated is on the basis of eight hours of working 

per day. With more hours of work, the capacity 

utilisation will be better. 

M 
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6.4. 

6.5. 

The industry is quite a profitable one 

in a free rural economy. 

It is possible to train any rural person 

within four to six months to operate the Unit. 

This option can be coupled with an oil  extraction 

unit,   cereal grinding unit or an animal  fodder 

manufacturing unit in the course or time. 

The technical option  'soap manufacturing 

Unit*  is  recomriended for an area where  there is 

a ready market for this product and where all  the 

raw materials can be procured at an economically 

accepted price from elsewhere.  The  capacity indi- 

cated is on the basis of eight hours work        per 

day and with more hours of work,      profitability 

will  be better. 

It is possible to train any rural person 

within four to six months to produce such products. 

This unit can be coupled with an essential 

oil or non-edible oil producing unit. 

lhe technical option 'brick and tile manufac- 

turing unit* is for an area, where the particular 

type of soil  reouirod for brick manufacturing is 

Dlentifully  available.     The  consumption of the product 

will mostly be in semi-urban or urban areas.  This is 

a seasonal industry in the sense that during rainy 

season the operation cannot be continued.  The 

capacity indicated is on the basis   of round-the-clock 

operation for five to six months. One disadvantage 

•Ü 
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that hac  to be borne in mind while setting up 

a brick manufacturing unit is that the land 

becomes barren after the operation is complete. 

It is possible to train rural persons 

within eight months  to one year to produce 

quality profiicts. 

6*6* The technical option  'printing près», 

exercise books,   book binding unit* is intended 

for an   area   where  a minimum oí"  20  per rent of  -the   population are 

literate,   m setting up  these      units,   the national 

government has to ensure that not more than the 

requisite  number Of  units   COuld   be established in the 

area. 

The  rural high school dropouts with one 

year of training should be able  to  compose 

the content and operate the printing press. 

6«7« The technical option  'rural mobile 

workshop1   has been suggested for an area   with a 

low per   capita   income.   An information system 

should be developed. 

The rural matriculates with two years of 

training should be able to attend   to the various 

repair»  and maintenance jobs. 

6»8« The technical option  'rural service 

workshop1  is intended for a higher per capita 

incorna area.  The schema offered is a general one 

and( as sudifit will depend on the type of indus- 

trial environment around. 
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In general,   the  rural matriculates with 

two years of training should be able to    meet 

the   renuirements for skilled manpower. 

—oooooo—- 

w 'mmm wm 
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711 *   LirKAGES ÜUIWEEI-. URBrtJI  ¿-JÎO   FU RAL SECTORS» 

The industrial economy in moct of the deve- 

loping countries  is   rented       around urban areas.  As 

such it would be very desirable tlvt the products 

of the  rural industries were   used as the raw materials 

for the urban ones.   There will  then be a balancea deve- 

lopment of industrial activities in the country  resul- 

ting in  generation of new economic activities  in  the 

rural  areas. 

Technical options offered in this paper have 

not taken into  consideration        any linkage between the 

rural   industries  and the urban ones because products 

and services of these industries are primarily meant 

for rural use?    of course the economy of  rural  industries 

will    definitely improve and many of these products will 

be able to cater for urban consumption a° the rural industrial 

base  írrmroves. 

Rural workshops«  as offered in technical 

option 5.7 and 5.8 could undertake manufacture of  raw 

materials and aemi-procussed   goods for urban indus- 

tries.  This is illustrated by the following products* 

(Table   I) 

This is only an illustration   of how a number of 

parts and componente of any standard product of 
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TABLE -I 

•^ 

PRODUCÍS OF URBAN 
INDUrTRIES. 

DIFFERENT COMPONENTS 
WHICH COULD   BE FABRI- 
CATED   BY THE  RURAL 
WORKSHOP. 

1,  Centrifugal Pumps Shafts 
Kays 
Grease Nipples 
Machining of Castings, 
Foundation Bolts. 
Glands. 

2« Small Lathe Machine Foundation Bolts 
Small panions without 
heat treatment. 
Gear levers. 
Pullays. 
Bushings* 

3.  automobiles Gear levers 
Grease guns 
Hangers. 
Fixtures. 
Tie rod ends. 
Steering rings. 

4« Small Electrical 
Equipments like 
motors, table 
lamps. 

Shaftings. 
Keys. 
Rails. 
Electric Switch Board«• 
Mooden fixtures. 
Lamp stands. 

- •*- 
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renowned make can be sub-contracted for manufacture 

in rural industries. To enable the rural areas to make 

components   for standard product» of well-known makes, 

there   will    have to be a deliberate policy on   the   part of 

large urban     industry or department stores to   provide 

training,  workshed»,drawings,   specification',   and 

transport facilities at the cost of the buyer,     it* 

extra expenditure so incurred can be mede up by the 

buyer on   account Of lower  wageu and overhead costs in 

rural industries« 

•ooOOoo«"«»«» 

-m. 
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V1U •   POLICY INCENTIVES AND CONCESSIONS! 

The   rural industries,  by their veri' 

nature,  have  to  generally operate  under 

following constraints,  viz. 

- lower levels of production 

- lack of   research and development facilities 

for product design and subseruent improvisation 

- lack of market research and development 

facilities 

- lack of adémate means of quality control 

- limited availability of funds for working 

capital 

- lack of adequate infrestructurai  facilities 

- steady supply of various  raw materials, 

chemicals  and utilities. 

Keeping in view these factors and the 

vital contribution   of rural industries to the 

country's economy,  the national  governments of 

the developing countries  should adopt  such 

policies,  both promotional  and regulatory« so as 

to develop the rural industries along with th« 

large sector urban industries« 

8.1*        Financial as aia tan OBI 

Liberalized long-term loan at a 

concessional  rate of inte rast should be avai- 

lable for a techno-economlcally viable project 

and no interest should be charged during the 
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8 • 2« 

8.3. 

8.4. 

gestation period.  Most of the  rural  industries 

suffer for want of adequate working capital, 

arrangement should,   therefore,  be made for ade- 

quate availability of working capital,  at a conce- 

ssional   rate of   interest.   A moratorium on payment 

of interest should be allowed for a predetermined 

period depending on  the nature of the industry. 

Subsidy  for backward area development! 

There  should be an outright subsidy at 

the rate of   15 per cent of capital  investment for 

industries located in backward areas. Subsidy 

on  transport of raw materials  and finished produc- 

ts should also be  available for areas which have 

definite locational  disadvantage. 

Entrepreneurial    assistance: 

Considering the need for intensive tx-aining 

programmes for rural industries to enable  them to 

produce quality products,  the national Government 

should establish centres for training of workers 

of all  categories  and this should be done at the 

cost of notional  government. 

Sales as sistance i 

Äiral  cooperative sales organisations should 

be set up for marketing the products of   groups of rural 

industries and for carrying out   market surveys for 

existing products, and possible new products, which 

could be produced in rural «reas. 
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8.5. Purchase    assistane»* 

Rural industries many a times suf "er 

for want of raw materials,  chemicals and 

utilities«   ahe setting  up of government   purchasing 

units would definitely help in  removing these 

constraints. The rural industries  would piece 

their intent of nate ri al s  requirement to the 

nearest Government purchase unit who  w0,lli either 

procure directly or assist the  rural indastries 

to  net  the same. 

8.6. Research and developmental assistance» 

Research and development centres for 

rural  industries should be set up  in different 

araas.  The centres would provice technical assis- 

tance  to the industrialist or group of industrialista 

in product design or any other technical matter». 

8.7. Poiver should be available  on the doorstepof the 

industry and there should be no  restriction on the 

sustained availability of power.   nhe tariff rate of 

power should be at an economic rate to the rural 

industry. 

8.6.        There should be no control on supply of raw 

materials and servi oes. 

8.9.        If no suitable entrepreneur(a)     ran    be located, 

the national Government should come forward 

to the rural mobile workshop or rural service 

workshop as this ia  considered the nucleus for 

rural industrialization. 
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^^ 

0.10.       The commodities to be manufactured in  rural 

areas,  should be earmarked by the national 

government   to avoid competition from urban 

industry« 

8.11»       The national government should determine the 

number of manufacturing units in  respect of the 

manufacture of certain items in a particular 

locality and should ensure that no permission 

is given  to others  to avoid creating either a 

shortage  in raw material or a glut m the     demand. 

This, of  course, has to be  reviewed from time 

to time,as  the demand and supply position change». 

8.12«       There should be a rebate on   excise duties,   sales 

tax and other leviable taxes at least for the 

first few years of operation. 

8.13«       Wage policyi 

If appropriate    technology   is intended 

for a rural industry,   it is   mainly to create 

employment and ,as such .basically it has  to be 

labour -intensive.  To compensate for the disadvantage of 

location and labour-intensive ne s s the wage has  to be lower 

than that of a similar urban worker. This  is also 

necessary to avoid creating tension in the 

rural area. 
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8.14.      Infrastructure! fácilitiesi 

adequate Inf restructurai  facilities 

«.g. for     housing,  schools, hospitalß, drinking 

water,  transportation facilities, etc should 

b* provided by the national  government. 

—oooOOooo—• 
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IX«   GUIDELINES FOR STRfrBBGY DEVELOPENTi 

^ 

9.1. Cooperation among developing count lesi 

The developing countries should 

coopérât«       in respect of th« foiiowmg 

a. Earmarking manufacture of processed and 

semi-processed goods by the various 

developing countries. 

b. Relaxation in movement of materials from 

one country to another by better utilisa- 

tion and development of land routes. 

c. Preferential tariffs on purchase of goods 

and equipment    from developing countries, 

d. Technical and economic cooperation amongst 

the developing countries through bilateral 

and multilateral agreement for eff iciant 

utilisation of resources and for expeditious 

development of rural Industry. 

a.   International  agencies to take up identifi- 

cation of  resources of rural areas - material 

and human  - and assess the requirement for 

appropriate technology in tha araa. 

9.2*        Entrepreneur manager for rural industries i 

As has bean mentioned earlier,  there is 

a possibility of getting a band of new entrapra- 

neur-cun-executiv« professionals in the industria- 

lizad nation», who ara looking fora challenge in 

new surroundings and circonstances.   An   internatio- 

nal agency like UNIDO should take the initiativ« 
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and responsibility to locate these entrepreneur- 

cum-executives and tho developed nations should 

create    a   fund for their expenses and rémuné- 

ration.  lhese professionals should be earmarked 

for various rural industries In the developing 

countries. 

•«—ooOOoo—« 
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X.  SUMMARY AND  CONCLUSIONSt 

The developing countries are characterized by a 

typical  agrarian economy,  the employment in agriculture 

being about 70 per cent.  Therefore such a vast popula- 

tion can hardly be encouraged to become mobile for 

seeking employment in industrial  nations or even to 

the urban a reas of that country when we have  to try 

to   achieve a reverse  in the        ratio  of  agricultural   to 

industrial employment  from 70 :   30 to 30 : 70. 

Apart from agricultural  activities;   therefor«, 

some industrial activities   can       be created in these 

rural areas. 

The principal needs of  rural areas in terms 

of agricultural inputs and consumption goods  are 

analyzed as under« 

a. Agricultural  inputs  such as agricultural 

implements,   chemicals    e.g. for   fertilizers, 

insecticides,   availability of power and 

water. 

b. Consumption goods such as processed cereals, 

clothing and ready-made    garments,   edible and 

non-edible oil, soap,  building materials», 

animal  fodder,  brick and tiles,   furnitures, 

leather and leather good». 

A scheme for utilisation of surplus  resources 

•nd traditional skills is also  given «.g. for a mini pulp 

and paper plant from agricultural  residues,  handicraft 

and traditional products by rural  artisans,  essential oil 
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from surplus agricultural  residues or other local 

seeds. 

The paper offers nine     technical options 

for adoption in rural areas i 

1. Mechanized lumber mill with furniture 

fabricetion facilities. 

2. Mini4- rice, wheat and oil complex unit for 

lower per capita income area. 

3. Rice mill complex unit for higher per 

capita income area. 

4. Washing soap unit. 

5. Brick and tile manufacturing unit. 

6. Printing press«  exercise books and book 

binding unit. 

7. feral mobile workshop for a lower  per capita 

income area. 

8. Airel service workshop for a higher per capita 

income area. 

9. Leather and leather products unit. 

These technical options are analyzed from the 

following standpoints! assumption, process, description, 

type of equipment to be installed,  investment requirement, 

capacity, employment potentiality,  input    requirement«, 

economic   lifetime    of equipment, minimum sales  require- 

ments, cost of production and profitability and utilisa- 

tion of waste from the procesa* 

Experience in respect of operation of such 

units are aleo illustrated for some developing countries. 
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Depending on the availability of   raw 

materials,  traditional skill,  per capita income,   geo- 

graphical  location of the  area.it is  felt that one or 

more of the options  should be techno-ecor.omically 

viable for adoption  in developing countries. 

Finally,  keeping in view the various cons- 

traints  faced by  rural  industries,   certain policy 

incentives  and concessions  are  su nested  for adop- 

tion        by the  national  government for rapid and 

steady growth of the   rural  industries. 

- Financial  assistance  in terms of liberalized 

long-term loans at a    concessional   rate of 

interest for the  capital  cost of the project. 

Arrangements! should also be made  for availability 

of reouisi te working capital. 

- Subsidy for backward area development 

- Entrepreneurial  assistance   in    terms   Of supply 

of trained  rural   force. 

- Sales  assistance by setting up   rural coope- 

rative sales organisations. 

- Purchase    assistance by setting up   a government 

purchasing agency. 

- Research and developmental  assistance by 

setting up research and development centres 

for rural industries. 

- Power should be available  on the doorstep of 

th* industry and at an economical  rate of tariff. 
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- There should be no control on supply of 

raw materials  ana services. 

- Running of  rural mobile workshops   for lower 

per capital income arear,      and  rural  service 

workshops for higher capita income area8. 

- Earmarking of commodities  tobe manufactured 

by  rural  industries. 

- Determining the no.  of units manufacturing 

a particular commodity in area and ensuring 

that no licence is indued  to any   other 

entrepreneur 

- Rebate on excise duty,   sales tax and other 

leviable taxes  for the first few years of 

operation, 

- Rational wage policy, 

- Supply of infrestructurai   facilities. 

It is also suggested that the developing 

countries should cooperate      in  respect of 

followingi 

- Earmarking the manufacture of    processed  and   semi- 

p roces sed goods by the various developing 

countries, 

- Relaxation in movement of materials  from one 

country to the other. 

- Preferential tarif ft on purchase of  goods 

and equipment from developing countries. 
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-    Technical and economic co-operation 

amongst the developing countries 

through bilateral and multilateral 

agreements. 

•    International agencies   should identity 

the r»v material and human resources and 

accordingly suggest adoption of 

appropriate technology. 

International agencie« should identify and mako 

available expert personnel in particular small-aoale 

branchée of production fro« industrialized and other 

developing countries and create a fund to finance 

their remuneration and expenditure. 

...-OoOOOoo--» 
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